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Global economy continues to lose momentum…
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… mainly reflecting trade and industrial developments
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Risk to the outlook are tilted to the downside



So is it time to panic??



Eurozone weakness coming from Germany & Italy



UK investment already suffering from Brexit anxiety
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No-deal Brexit hits UK much harder than rest of EU



China slowdown continues despite policy easing

• Economic activity slowed in July: consumption and investment decelerated, credit 
growth also slowed. Export growth picked-up in July, before the re-escalation in US-
China trade tensions.

• Domestically it appears that the impact of the policy easing so far has remained muted. 

• We maintain our GDP growth forecast at 6.2% this year and 5.9% in 2020 but downside 
risks to our forecast have risen, especially if policymakers do not step up support



LatAm: Ongoing downgrades amid political turbulence



Longest US expansion on record…
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…but also the slowest
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Labor market remains solid but it is maturing

106 consecutive months of expansion!
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July 2019

164,000

140,000
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Wage growth anchored above 3%, but not accelerating
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• Hourly earnings grew 3.2% y/y in July– 12th consecutive month at 3%+

• ECI for private wages and salaries 3.0% y/y in Q2 – near the fastest this cycle



Consumer confidence still elevated, but volatile
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Government 

shutdown

“Trump bump”
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Spending is expected to gradually cool in line with income 
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Housing sector remains generally soft…

Five consecutive 

quarters of 

contraction
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Manufacturing sector activity has stalled
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Business confidence has fallen back
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Business investment poised to cool
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What should we worry about?



Fiscal stimulus has almost entirely dissipated
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A relentless rise in tariffs
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Increased uncertainty amid rising protectionism
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China tariffs

Huawei



No one wins trade wars… not even the bystanders!
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Zooming in on the risk to the US economy
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Financial conditions have tightened recently 
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Trade war

Confusing Fed

Fed impotence



New data reveal a softer economic picture
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This will prompt Fed action: 2 more rate cuts in 2019
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US Recession odds at 40% in 2020
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While yield curve inversions remain reliable recession predictors, we caution that this 
inversion comes amidst a global flight to safety (leading to over $16 trillion in negative 
yielding debt) and central banks easing globally. 
Further, the signal from US yield curve inversions are long and variable with recessions 
following inversions by 10mo to 3 yrs.



Beware of the recession bias !
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No global recession for now but ‘slower for longer’
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 US economy grew 2.9% in 2018 matching its strongest performance in 

over a decade. Growth expected at 2.3% in 2019 & 1.8% in 2020. 

 Solid labor market conditions and still-elevated private sector 

confidence support domestic outlays, but pace is cooling.

 Fiscal boost has dissipated & monetary policy support is limited.

 Numerous crosscurrents will constrain growth including weakened 

global economy, trade policy uncertainty & tighter financial conditions.

 Trade tensions vis-à-vis China are concerning – confidence channel!

 Fed expected to proceed with three 25bp “immunization shots” in 

July, September and December

 Beware of recession bias !



Global forecast
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